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Abstract
ONYE MBU: MY IDENTITY
PEDAGOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE SURREAL AND ABSURD IN ADRIENNE
KENNEDY‟S FUNNYHOUSE OF A NEGRO
By Adanma N. Onyedike, M.F.A
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009
Major Director: Dr. Noreen Barnes, Director of Graduate Studies Department of Theater
This document investigated my personal journey of discovering, developing, and
later executing skill in teaching the theatrical arts. The re examination of the steps that led
to my current success was important in order to qualify the receiving of my M.F.A. in
Theater Pedagogy. Starting from my Undergraduate career, the thesis touched on lessons
that I have learned throughout my career. My academic and professional theatrical works
were also included. These lessons were implemented in my direction of the production
Funnyhouse of a Negro which was my Thesis Directing Project. I consider this document
a guidebook for those who are interested in teaching Theater Arts.
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Introduction
Attention! Attention!
I got in to this theater business for all the wrong reasons. When I joined the Drama
Club at Kecoughtan High School, it was an attempt to make friends. I wanted to be liked.
I wanted attention. There was a girl named Elizabeth who sat behind me in my Math class.
She randomly invited me to the auditions one day after class. I went to them, but only
because someone actually asked me to do something afterschool. I figured the invitation
was my first step to being “cool.” All the cool people had social things to do after school.
Mr. Albert Rothstein, our faculty advisor, was a robust red haired man who had just
moved to Virginia from “New Yawk.” Rothstein was also the Marching Band director.
He was loud, Jewish, and had an extremely awesome personality. When I auditioned,
Rothstein believed in me when I didn‟t even believe in myself. “Your audition was crap!
But you got something kid…I could work with you. You‟re gonna be a star!” he said. It
was Rothstein who cast me in my very first play.
I played a 12 year old boy in the 1994 Virginia High School League Drama
Competition play. I didn‟t even know that the Drama Club had state competitions. I
remember being depressed that I was cast as a boy. In those days I was not at all confident
in my physical appearance. Rothstein again alleviated my fears, “whadaya talkin about!
Ida, you‟re gorgeous – now shut up and do the scene!”
When it came time for the performance, I was a physical wreck. Butterflies
invaded my stomach, churning cocoons of anxiety. My palms were sweating heavily and I
5

was hyperventilating. I thought “this is what it must feel like before someone dies.”
Questions swirled in my brain. Do I know my lines? Do I know my blocking? Do I know
my cues? Do I know my name? All Rothstein had to do was take one look at me and say
“You‟ll be great. Breathe. Relax. You‟ve already done all the work – just have fun with
it.”
The performance was an outrageous success. After hearing the audience laughing
at all the right parts and the thunderous applause after we were done – I was hooked.
Beaming during the curtain call, I knew that I had done something special. I had found
something that made me feel good, better than I had ever felt in my life. This moment of
self discovery was award enough for me. However, my career fate would be sealed when I
was announced the Best Actress in the Virginia High School League Peninsula District.
The huge silver cup trophy would be the first of many things awarded to me in my career.

The Lesson: Believe in yourself and your abilities, treasure your gift, breathe,
relax, and do the scene.

Prologue
Take a Chance: Marvin’s Thunder Knocking
Eighteen years old, I sat in a huge lecture class room in the VCU Temple Building.
A woman entered the stage with a forceful walk, wearing a purple power suit. She had
Aqua Net helmet styled blonde hair and spoke in a booming television announcer type
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voice. It was like the nightmare that I used to have as a child about how I would freak out
if my Barbie came to life, turned her head, and started talking to me.
I left Introduction to Mass Communications after the first 15 minutes. I went back
to Founders Hall and dropped the course. The minute the paperwork was filed I began to
fall apart. Panicked, I walked around campus contemplating my next move. I thought it
was kind of ridiculous to expect an 18 year old to know exactly what they want to do for
the rest of their lives.
My long walk carried me past the Performing Arts Center where I saw a poster for
a play called Thunder Knocking at the Door. There was a free matinee that was getting
ready to begin and I decided that I could think about my life after I watched the play. I sat
in Hodges Theater third row center, amazed and stunned. Every single element of the
show from costumes to lights was incredible. The acting was excellent; I could tell that the
performers truly enjoyed what they were doing. Overwhelmed, I stayed after the
performance in the lobby attempting to absorb what I had just witnessed. A single
performance of a play had changed everything for me.
“Are you lost?” I heard a voice behind me and turned around.
Standing before me was a bald Black man with a wonderful smile and a
quizzical look on his face. I realized he was talking to me and I
answered, “no, I just saw the most amazing play!” He thanked me for
saying so, “I‟m the director, Marvin Sims.”
I instantly exploded with an assortment of words – a steady stream of questions; an
eruption of emotion. There were people in the lobby congratulating him, but he kept me
7

by his side still answering my questions. Marvin convinced me that I should audition to
transfer in to the department. I never contemplated doing theater for my entire life – I
didn‟t think I was that brave. From Marvin I learned more bravery than I could ever have
imagined.
I auditioned and was accepted. Better luck came when I found out that my
University scholarship would also be valid. VCU paid half of my tuition and fees for four
years. Thanks to Marvin giving me a chance, I followed my heart and it paid off.

The Lesson: When in doubt go see a play; be patient and welcoming with students;
follow your heart.

Chapter One
Lessons from the Undergrad

Intro to Stage Performance
Maury Erickson‟s Introduction to Stage Performance course taught me that theatre
was really hard work. In the course, I not only learned the fundamental stage terminology;
I also made breakthroughs in my acting. There was one particular assignment where we
were supposed to replicate 5 minutes of our everyday life. I took it upon myself to tell a
story about coming home from class, lying down, talking on the phone, and making a
8

sandwich. Maury immediately called me out for „acting.‟ He said that in order to be
authentic, I had to “let go of my preconceived notions” of what acting was.
The lesson: The biggest challenging of acting is to make it seem that you are not
doing it. Let go.

Survey of Western Art
The education I received through taking Survey of Western Art is too important to
not be mentioned. Before the course, I had never taken the time to question why I
appreciated art. As I observed the slide shows in the Grace Street Theater, I learned not
only to observe but to question the emotions that are brought about through experiencing
art. I mentally devoured all the images of art from all over the world.
I began to take personal field trips to the Fine Arts Museum. I was the girl who
would sit on a bench in front of a painting or sculpture for hours. I would study frames,
brush strokes, I would observe other patrons, and write it all in my journal. I began to pick
up drawing myself. I found a comfort in paints, charcoals, and clay. Often when I‟m
rehearsing monologues, I repeat lines while drawing a picture or playing with Play-Doh.
I attended art gallery openings. I loved watching the different types of people that
would gather around the sculpture. There were so many different inspirations for
characters all in one space! I would stand in a corner of a gallery with a small notebook
and take notes on my observations.
The Lesson: There is inspiration all around me. Art brings all types of people
together.
9

Basic Scene Design
Structure and design became important to me after completing Ron Keller‟s Basic
Scene Design course. Prior to the course I was unaware of how much detail goes in to a
scene design. The design in itself is a standalone work of art before the set is even
constructed. I developed a greater appreciation for what a designer has to accomplish.
Ron was an encouraging instructor. He led the course in a way that made all of the
students, from novice to the expert, feel comfortable. It was clear that Ron was well
established in his field and respected for the work he did. The accomplishments of a
professor affected students tremendously.
Ron took our class on a walking tour of houses around campus. It was at this time
that I realized I had been living in a city for years and knew absolutely nothing about its
history. From the course I discovered another creative outlet for myself. I liked to draw,
construct things, and use geometric images. Scene Design gave me the mental and
physical tools to better physically construct and frame the stage pictures in my head.
The Lesson: Before you know where you’re going you need to know where you
are.

Acting II:
Marvin & Natasha
My junior year of Undergraduate study proved to be a controversial one. A number
of my fellow class member s protested that we would be having Junior Acting Studio with
Marvin instead of with Gary Hopper. I remember thinking at the time that it wasn‟t a big
10

deal; but there was a huge class meeting anyway with Marvin, Gary, and the Chair of the
Department David Leong. In the meeting it was explained to us that if we didn‟t like the
decision we should feel free to leave the program.
There was no way I was leaving Marvin. The opportunity to have class with him
for a second year was a good thing. The class meeting had an intimidating effect on many.
When it was all said and done, I witnessed how the people who claimed to love the theater,
couldn‟t leave it fast enough.
Junior Acting Studio was a time when Marvin was extremely busy and traveling a
lot. We had a number of guests come in and teach classes, but one guest teacher had an
everlasting effect on me. Natasha Lee Martin was a VCU Grad student who came to
Richmond from the New School in New York City. In class, she asked us to simply
deliver a monologue. When it was my time to present, I performed what I thought was my
best, and was surprised to hear Natasha proclaim “I don‟t believe you!”
The statement shocked me. Natasha asked me to start the piece again and quietly
coached me through it. While doing the work I realized that she was completely correct. I
had become one of those actors who just delivered the text without considering the
emotion behind it. Natasha helped me get in touch with the heart of my work. I‟m forever
grateful to her for that, and I continue to pass what I learned from her on to my students.
The Lesson: Do not allow students to give up in the middle of their work; establish
whether you are a text based or emotional based actor.
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Elementary Astronomy
From a very young age I have always been fascinated with the stars. When I was
in the 3rd grade I wanted to be an astronomer because I did a class report on Benjamin
Banneker. I even had my parents buy me a telescope! When it came time for my
Undergraduate Science requirement, I eagerly selected Elementary Astronomy.
I had no idea what I was getting myself in to. The class was extremely technically
difficult but educationally rewarding. The professor, David Hagen, had one of the most
monotone voices I have ever heard. Add to that, sitting for over an hour in a dark
planetarium and you can imagine the cat naps that occurred during the course. However,
the subject matter kept my interest.
In order to pass the course I had to relate the subject matter to theater. The obvious
route for me would be to use Greek and Roman mythology. I created little plays for
myself when I took notes. For example, when I wrote „Mercury exit stage right‟ in my
notes I knew that meant „Mercury in Retrograde.‟
The Lesson: There is no limit to the way you can use theater to interpret other
subjects.

Combat Dance
Combat Dance was the first course that I took that was team taught. Ray Anderson
and Jenny Male created a wonderful class that ended up being one of my favorites.
Observing Ray and Jenny‟s respectful interaction also made the course extremely exciting.
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Both teachers brought their particular expertise to the table and that in turn made the
students feel comfortable with the material.
Jenny taught us about the Laban Effort Actions. Intrigued, I proceeded to gather all
the information I could on the Effort Actions. I was amazed at how movement could be
broken down so simply. Yet through being physically specific with the physical work, the
acting reached a heightened complexity. In this class, I confronted my physical limitations
and found ways to work around them.
Ray taught us about basic martial arts moves. I appreciated his passion about the
subject he was teaching. It was very beneficial to find ways to meld his world and Jenny‟s
dance into a conclusive movement piece.
The Lesson: Do what you love, let others help you find different ways to enhance that
love, if you are passionate about what you teach your students will be as well.

My 1st Main Stage Undergrad Audition
At the conclusion of my first semester as a Theater major I attended the Main stage
auditions. At the time, it was one 2 minute audition for all three shows. Still new to the
business, I gave my best in the audition and was genuinely surprised when I received call
backs to all three shows.
In The Bacchae call back I bonded with a diverse array of talented actors. Dancing
a shuffle step and reading the same line four different times is what my Time of Your Life
callback consisted of. In the Betrayal call back I finally learned from Robin Armstrong
what the „Pinter pause‟ was.
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Again, I gave my best in all the callbacks and was genuinely surprised when I was
not cast in any of the shows. After that audition, two full years (four semesters) would
pass before the Main stage season held another audition opportunity for me. After my
initial failure, when I approached Marvin with my woes, he suggested that I turn to
Nietzsche.
The Lesson: “Talking much about oneself can also be a means to conceal
oneself” ~Friedrich Nietzsche

My First Professional Acting Job
Angered and saddened, my ego was deflated by the results of
the main stage auditions. I decided to audition for work outside of the
department. The Eureka Theater in the Science Museum of Virginia
gave me my first professional role. Northstar Light, Pathways to
Freedom was an educational show directed by Foster Solomon, in
which a male actor, a musician, and I provide stories about using the stars as guides to
become free from slavery. I played five different characters in the show. The script tested
my versatility and was locally successful. Proud to say that my first real job was being
paid to teach children through my acting about the hardships of slavery. It proved to be an
excellent way to start my educational career.
Another sobering lesson from the production came with the sudden passing away
of costar Reginald Johnson. He was a gentleman and a friend, a sincere actor who sang
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with all of his heart. “Love your tools Ida, love yourself,” he would say. Reggie was
greatly missed.
I performed Northstar Light a total of three different times. Actor Stephen Seals did
a wonderful job continuing the show with me. The show was also directed by Larry Gard
and continued to touch audiences in the Metro Richmond Area.
The Lesson: Acting skills are powerful tools when it comes to education – “love your
tools!”

Letter to the “Style Weekly” Editor 2005
Play Surpasses Reviewer's Take
Jerrell Nickerson sorely missed the mark in his review of "North Star Light: Pathways to
Freedom" ("Secret Passage," Arts & Culture, Feb. 23).
Nickerson writes that the "best thing" in this production was the humor. While humor
speckled the script and made tangible the human, at times humorous, facets of this intense
and unrelenting struggle for freedom, I can assure you that Henry "Box" Brown found little
"slapstick" humor in his 26-hour journey to freedom stuffed in a box.
This show was far more than a humorous, joyful play for children. This was an
impassioned performance that conveyed the strength, determination and resilience of the
human spirit, which is fortunate enough to retain its sense of humor in even the greatest of
struggles. The actors beautifully and powerfully told just a few of the stories of the
Underground Railroad, a piece of American history that is too often passed over due to
lack of written record.
Nickerson states that despite it being intended for school-children, it was not "painfully
didactic." I can only hope that it did indeed teach a moral lesson, for it made this white
school teacher cringe with shame at what one group of human beings forced upon another.
Adanma Onyedike's performance certainly captivated my class, but certainly not for her
petite size as Nickerson suggests. Onyedike was an extraordinary, passionate actor who
cried real tears as she portrayed a mother's desperate decision to kill her own baby rather
than watch her child return to bondage. "Occasionally unsettling," as Nickerson describes
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the play, is painfully wrong! It was highly unsettling, a remarkable portrayal of human
oppression at its worst and human spirit at its best.
I worried that it may have been too harsh for my fifth grade class, but slavery was harsh,
and it bears mention over and over again that this was a despicable piece of our history,
and history itself only because of the brave individuals who sought the most basic of
human rights.
Yes, there was humor in this play. There were joyful moments and musical cheerfulness,
as Nickerson writes. But any person looking for a good laugh best go to another show. If
one, child or adult, is seeking an impressive portrayal of the fight for freedom from
slavery, a tale of strength, bravery and the human spirit in both humor and pain, then
"North Star Light: Pathways to Freedom" is an excellent choice.
Kerri White
St. Mary's School

I disagree about how you said the play "North Star Light: Pathways to Freedom" was
joyful. All the slaves fought hard for their freedom. Many slaves didn't get what they
wanted, but still, do you call that joyful? You should have said that the play was sad. It
disrespects me because I am black, and maybe some of my family went through that and
you called it joyful.
Devin Plaskett
Student, Kerri White's class

Richmond.Com Review of „North Star Light‟
'Light' Bright: "North Star Light" is a dramatic window into the Underground
Railroad
Mike Ward
Richmond.com
Wednesday, February 09, 2005
"North Star Light: Pathways to Freedom" is the stuff that
school field trips are made of –good, enriching field trips. In
fact, "North Star Light" is even good enough to make you
forget you're watching a play about the Underground
16

Railroad in a science museum.
"North Star Light" is now playing at the Science Museum of Virginia and is part of the
city-wide "Acts of Faith" collaboration among area theaters and acting troupes. This
third incarnation of the one-act play engages and educates by offering several vignettes
into the harrowing Underground Railroad, the mid-19th century phenomenon by which
southern slaves headed north for freedom. They stopped at incognito safe houses, looked
for hidden signs left by past railroad wayfarers, and traveled by the cover of winter and
night.
Some of the portraits are inspiring, while some are bleak yet honest. It creates a balance of
hope and frustration, while eliciting a heap of sympathy. The three-person Carpenter
Science Theatre Company cast comprises area actors Adanma Onyedike and Stephen
Seals, as well as musician Wayne Ruotollo.
Onyedike and Seals take on many roles each, often covering their faces with white masks
to indicate a shift in race. We meet a young black mother darting over a treacherous icy
river, trying to escape with her newborn child. Then there's Henry "Box" Brown, a slave
from Louisa County who escaped by mailing himself in a cramped wooden box. We also
come face to face with one of the slave trade's darker footnotes, including a woman who
would rather take her own baby's life than have it live a life being bought and sold
throughout the South.
The stories are set against the acoustic guitar accompaniment and singing of Ruotollo, who
sometimes joins in for bit parts. And these Underground Railroad ditties are more than just
soulful airs; they're also lyrical maps actually sung during the Underground Railroad to
point slaves to follow the North Star and other natural clues toward freedom. Wait….the
North Star…there's your science museum connection.
The small cast and minimalist props and stage design nicely complement the intimate 100seat theater. It all forces Director Larry Gard and his players to get creative, which is
certainly helpful when harnessing the attention of the many grade school students who will
no doubt check out "North Star" as part of their Black History Month curriculum.
Sometimes the actors even use the aisles for cover. But "North Star Light" is hardly just for
students, as it captures images and dialogue that will no doubt resonate with young and
old, white and black.
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Shakespeare’s Bugs
After building a successful relationship with the Carpenter Science Theater
Company, I decided to tackle Shakespeare. In 2001, I auditioned for the Richmond
Shakespeare Festival‟s and was cast as Miranda in The Tempest. Foster Solomon played
Prospero (pictured below) and the rest of the cast was marked with well known local actors
such as Susan Sanford and Scott Wichmann.
The rehearsal
process allowed me the
freedom to learn by
observing professional,
more accomplished actors.
I also met actors who came
from various locations. I
sharpened my networking
and conversation skills.
From these senior actors, I
learned how to handle my
artistic frustrations and
make concrete choices.
The Tempest was
held outdoors at the Fulton
Hill Studios. Outdoor
theater was not my thing.
There was difficulty with
me pretending to be asleep
on stage and have bugs
crawling on the side of my
face. There was a lot of
street and neighborhood
noise and we did have a few rainouts. However, I will never forget those choice nights
when everything clicked and the show went off without a hitch.
After completing the run, I made a subconscious decision that I really did not want
to act in Shakespeare plays anymore. It was not that I disliked the subject material; I just
found through my experience that I would much rather direct it – I would much rather be
in control.
The Lesson: This is a business, be professional.
18

Sharing the Stage With Richmond Royalty
Keeping in touch paid off. In 2003, Foster was pegged to direct an adapted version
of To Kill a Mockingbird for the Barksdale Theater. Foster asked me to audition for the
part of Helen Robinson. After being cast I was able to work with an even larger cast of
people that ranged from all ages. I was sharing the stage with Richmond royalty:
Yellowhouse founder Stephanie Kelley, Judge Robert L. Gregory of the U.S. Court Fourth
Circuit of Appeals, Richmond acting legend Joe Inscoe, and amazing actress Erin Thomas.
I witnessed Erin remain on stage delivering lines throughout the entire show. Erin
only had a break at Intermission. I would watch her, impressed, and think to myself, “one
day I will do that.” Listening to stories back stage, as the kids ran around looking for things
to play with, reminded me how great the acting community really is. There is a sense of
family backstage that is unmatched any place else.
While working on the show I was also employed at the Science Museum as well as
taking 16 credits worth of classes. For Mockingbird matinees, I would leave the museum
on my lunch break, go to the theater, get in costume, perform, get out of costume, rush
back to work, close the museum, and then go to class. This time period of my life marked
the revelation that I take on way too many activities.
A few years after closing the show, I had Joe come talk to my class at Henrico
High. Joe gave a great talk about the reality of the business. He spoke of the hard times
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and great times he had faced as an actor. He told my students that above everything he
cherishes every connection he has made with other actors.
The Lesson: The family unit rings true in theatre.

20
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Developing Lessons
After receiving my Undergraduate diploma, I obtained a job teaching at the
Henrico High School Center for the Arts. Initially, I was hired as a Movement Instructor
and on my first day I was scared to death. I had wanted to be an actor, not a teacher.
However, the education I obtained from the position has been invaluable.
My first day I was so nervous my voice was shaking and my palms were sweating.
Many of the students assumed that I was one of them when I first walked in. They were
surprised to find out that I was a lot older than I look. As my employment progressed at
the Center for the Arts, I turned the position away from Movement and more to Acting and
Monologue work.
I found that I needed to use all the tools that I had learned in my Undergraduate
education in order to make my students not better actors, but more comfortable ones. I
didn‟t know it at the time, but while at the Center for the Arts I was developing my
pedagogy. I encouraged my students to do research on their own. In class, I would
introduce them to a topic and then split them up in to groups for research projects.
In particular, I‟m proud of the Movement Research Project I developed. The
students were divided by Movement practitioner: Meyerhold, M.Chekov, Alexander, and
Laban. Each group was required to turn in a paper to me that included biographical
information, theory, and technique. Then in class each group presented on the research
they found. The presentation portion had the students teaching each other about the
fundamental techniques and warm ups of their Movement practitioner.
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While at the Center for the Arts I also developed my monologue coaching abilities.
I asked the students to perform monologues as they normally would. Then, depending on
the material, I would ask the students to repeat the monologue while performing different
tasks. The tasks could range from something as simple as arm wrestling (to promote
frustration) to something more complex like translating the monologue into Spanish.
My first experience in Directing also occurred at the Center for the Arts. As a staff
member, I directed multiple scenes for various showcases. It was humbling to say the
least. I found that in my directing process, I started with stage pictures first and then
directed the action around the way the pictures looked in my mind. I directed a total of
five showcase scenes that ranged from Grapes of Wrath to The Colored Museum. I
learned how to communicate not only with my actors but also with the students who were
running the technical elements. With each showcase I celebrated the cyclical nature of the
educational process.
The Lesson: Follow your gut when it comes to decision making. The art of directing
makes you appreciate acting even more.

Silly U/RTA: Arizona vs. UVA
When I received my BFA diploma I had no intention of going back to Graduate
School. After two years of working at the Center for the Arts and acting in one
professional show a year, I thought that I was doing fine and on the right track. However,
my economic deferment on my school loans had run out and Direct Loans was calling my
mother at work to discuss repayment. After a stern phone call from my mother telling me
23

to handle my business, I discussed what my options were with Direct Loans. According to
them I either had to come up with the money or go back to school. I chose the latter.
When it came time to look for Graduate Schools I called Marvin and asked his
advice. Marvin laughed at me and told me “go to U/RTA silly.” At the time I didn‟t even
know what U/RTA was and I felt stupid for saying as much. I told Marvin that I wanted to
attend the Shakespeare School in D.C. He suggested that it would be more beneficial for
me to be in a 2 or 3 year program rather than a 1 year. I auditioned for the Shakespeare
School any way. I was not accepted, so I went to the U/RTA auditions. I paid the
University Resident Theater Association (U/RTA) to audition for multiple Graduate
programs.
The New York auditions were intense and very stressful. I passed all three rounds
and did my final audition the next day. There were two schools that were interested in
accepting me. The University of Arizona wanted me to star in their production of Venus. I
personally did not feel that I was the proper physical type for the part. However, I was
informed that Suzan Lori Parks was going to be at their campus teaching master classes.
Arizona offered me a scholarship for half of my tuition and fees.
The University of Virginia asked me to come to their campus to do a fourth
interview in front of the full faculty. I went to the audition and did my absolute best in the
interview. UVA offered me a full scholarship plus a $3000 stipend each semester for
teaching class that included health insurance. Financially, the decision to attend UVA was
a no brainer.
The Lesson: Work hard and rewards follow.
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Chapter Two
Graduate School
Socioeconomic Emotional Madness
I entered the Graduate program at the University of Virginia extremely excited and
with an open mind. I was proud of myself for being one of the eight selected from
thousands. I was anxious to meet everyone and begin my Graduate work. When I met my
fellow Graduate colleagues, I was confident that I belonged there. We were all in the same
emotional state, eager and ready to learn. It wasn‟t until a few weeks in to the program
that I realized that Charlottesville was not the place for me.
To start with, of the eight of us, only three Graduate students had Undergrad
degrees in theater; two (including me) being B.FA.s. The difference in training became
evident when I was playing Zip-Zap-Zop in my Graduate Acting class. I expected more
from the program in terms of training. As the classes progressed, I realized that what I felt
were simple acting techniques were specifically needed to instruct my fellow classmates. I
began to grow weary of the program.
On top of that, the Department had selected For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is Enuf as a Main stage show to be directed by
guest artist Theresa Davis. I was told that I was not allowed to audition because there was
a rule that first year Grads were not allowed to participate in Main stage productions. The
show was too important for me not to be a part of it. I circumvented the rule. I emailed
Ms. Davis directly offering any assistance that she may need.
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For my efforts, I was

declared Associate Director by Ms. Davis. Under her tutelage, I saw how a successful
director works with actors.
Through my work on the show, I learned about organization of process. Davis was
meticulous in the usage of time and making sure each actor had equal time in rehearsal.
She asked the actors questions and offered inspiration in various forms. Davis would give
the actors quotes from Martin Luther King or Mary McLeod Bethune as inspiration. She
continually acknowledged the importance of the work we were doing. The production
was the first time that an all Black female show would be a main stage production. The
show ended up breaking UVA box office records.
Finally, I was preselected by the faculty to star in a production of
Luminosity. The director and I were at odds. We had fundamentally
different ideas about the development of my character. She instructed me
that taking the “strong Black woman route is boring.” I never felt so lost
in my life. I felt restricted as an artist and I felt that those restrictions were determined by
the population of the expected audience. After each performance a talk back with the
audience occurred. The audience would be asked to line the characters up from most racist
to least racist. It intrigued me how eager the audience was willing to shove characters to
opposite sides of the spectrum. By the time the show closed, I was seriously contemplating
leaving the program.
The positive side to my time at UVA came from my teaching experience. During
my year there I instructed four sections of Drama 202: Acting for Non Majors. The course
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was a Stanislavski based acting course the fulfilled a public speaking/art requirement for
non-majors. I felt most at ease when I was in charge of a classroom.
In my Drama 202 class we mainly did monologue work. I had a student named AJ
who was a Political Science major and not very comfortable speaking in front of groups of
people. Through our work in the course, AJ came out of his shell and developed in to a
wonderful performer. A highlight memory for me was when AJ performed an Atticus
monologue from To Kill a Mockingbird in class.
At first, AJ delivered the monologue with a timid hesitation. I gave him the note to
increase his volume to match the emotional levels of the piece. On his second attempt AJ
still struggled. So I suggested he try to preach the monologue to us. We even stacked a
few acting blocks so that he would have a ‟pulpit‟ from which to address us. The end
result was amazing. By allowing AJ the freedom to place himself in a different context
(congregation vs. courthouse) his delivery grew leaps and bounds. It was one of those
breakthrough moments in a classroom that a teacher lives for.
In my time at UVA, six of my best students decided to change their majors to
Drama. Although I was unhappy with the classes I was taking, I was extremely satisfied
with the courses that I taught. What I was unprepared for was the fundamental socioeconomic difference of the area that I lived in. I had students who wouldn‟t come to class
because they needed to get the paint job on their Lexus SUV changed.
Also, while Charlottesville was attempting to be a progressive community, frankly
the levels of diversity are very low. I distinctly remember after Luminosity closed, I went
to Applebee‟s to have a drink. I took a seat at the bar, ordered my drink, and noticed that
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there were people who were standing behind the seats beside me. I thought nothing of the
fact that they were not sitting down until I heard one of them say “there‟s a Black girl in
your seat so I‟m not sitting over there.”
Distraught, I contemplated my next move. Should I fundamentally change myself
to be what I thought the UVA faculty wanted? Should I stick to my guns and be who I am
no matter what the consequences? If I leave, where do I go and what will I do? In the end
I left the program and returned to Richmond. I decided that I would rather be myself and
pay for an education that I knew would be a proper investment in my future.
The Lesson: stay true to yourself and fight for what you think is right.

Return to Richmond
When I returned to Richmond I was battling a heavy depression. I felt that in my
leaving UVA, I had failed somehow. My personal life was just as messy as my emotional
well being. For the first time in a while, I questioned if I was doing the right thing by
staying in theater. I knew that I had to continue taking classes, not only to keep the loan
people off my back but also in hopes of staying sane. “Just keep going,” I would repeat to
myself. In hindsight, it would have probably been more beneficial for me to take the
proper time I needed to deal with my emotions.
I had only been back in Richmond for two months when I received an email from
the Barksdale Theater about a possible part in a play. I had never read Intimate Apparel
and quickly grabbed a copy the day before the audition. I was blown away by the script. I
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felt as if the story spoke directly to my own personal situation. When I was cast, I felt that
it solidified that I should remain in the theatre.
Being cast was a blessing and I had the opportunity to
work with really amazing people. However, I‟m not proud of the
work I did in the production. The phrase „if you keep going,
going, going - eventually you will break down‟ rang true for me
throughout the course of the run. I was emotionally and
physically unraveling in my personal life. The plot of the play hit
too close to home for me. Great reviews for the play continued to come in as I sank lower
and lower emotionally.

„Intimate Apparel‟ Review from Richmond.Com
Clothes Encounters
"Intimate Apparel," Barksdale Theatre's latest stage production, delivers first-class
acting and a worthwhile message.
Joan Tupponce
Richmond.com
Wednesday, April 18, 2007
Sometimes the thing we want the most isn‟t what‟s best for us. At least it isn‟t in the case
of Esther, the lead character in Barksdale Theatre‟s production of "Intimate Apparel."
Set in 1905 in Lower Manhattan, the play, written by Lynn Nottage, introduces us to
Esther, a 35-year-old single black seamstress who makes beautiful lingerie for high-society
women as well as women of ill-repute. Esther longs to be married but shuns attending
social events because she feels plain and unappealing. The only time she feels comfortable
and finds joy is visiting Mr. Marks, a merchant who sells exquisite fabrics.
The women in her life – Mrs. Dickson, her landlord; Mrs. Van Buren, one of her rich
clients and Mayme, a prostitute she has befriended – are supportive of Esther in their own
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ways. Mrs. Van Buren and Mayme help her correspond with George, a laborer in Panama.
The long-distance relationship eventually leads to marriage. But is it the relationship
Esther deserves or wants?
Director Steve Perigard‟s casting and stage direction is dead-on. Scenes change as easily
and seamlessly as the bed covering that delineates the setting. Vignettes are well staged,
drawing your attention to the characters and not the set.
Even though Esther is the lead character in the production, "Intimate Apparel" is an
ensemble piece, with each character playing an integral role. As Mrs. Dickson, a woman
who has gained wealth and social standing through marriage, Tawnya Pettiford-Wates
brings life to her character via her sincere sense of humor, natural comic timing and
authentic expressions. She is a joy to watch.
In her role as Mrs. Van Buren, Jennifer Massey adeptly channels the inner pain and
uncertainty of a woman married to a man who treats her with disdain. She fills the stage
with her presence and is as convincing as she is surprising. Katrinah Carol Lewis
(Mayme) scores with her bawdy characterization. She
easily delivers the two sides of her character – the
hardcore prostitute and the young woman searching for
love.
Chris Lindsay is entertaining in his role as George, a
man who isn‟t what he appears to be. Lindsay readily
balances George‟s charm with his selfishness.
Andy Nagraj shines in his role as Mr. Marks, a Jewish merchant whose affections for
Esther are obvious. Nagraj‟s convincing portrayal is filled with sincerity and tenderness.
The awkward moments between Esther and Mr. Marks are natural and genuine. He makes
his character loveable and vulnerable.
As Esther, Adanma Onyedike provides a performance that‟s even and believable. Her
portrayal resonates with any woman who has doubted her attractiveness or felt inferior
because she isn‟t married. Her acting is heartfelt and real, especially in her scenes with
Nagraj which are as valid as the attraction they share on stage.

Kudos also go to scenic designer Kimberly Parkin for her simple-but-realistic designs,
costume designer Sue Griffin for costumes that go hand-in-hand with the characters and
lighting designer Lynne M. Hartman for her artistry.
Even though the play is a bit too lengthy – more than two-and-a-half hours with
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intermission – and the ending is abrupt, leaving little or no closure, the acting in "Intimate
Apparel" is first-rate and the message of knowing and believing in yourself is worth the
price of admission.
"Intimate Apparel" runs through May 20 at Barksdale Theatre. Tickets are $36 with a $4
discount for seniors, students and Ukrop‟s cardholders and can be purchased by calling the
box office at 282-2620.

Return to VCU
My unraveling continued the following Fall Semester when I attempted to take
Graduate Acting class. By that point my finances were depleted and I could not connect to
the assignments given in class. It makes me sad to say that my first semester returning to
VCU was one of the darkest times of my life. I withdrew from the course and sought
professional help to deal with my emotions.
It was during this time I contemplated leaving the theater world altogether.
However, the thought of not being able to do what I love most was even more crippling. I
changed my diet, began exercising, and read lots and lots of plays. By the time Spring
Semester rolled around, I was ready and eager to get back to work.
The Lesson: Falling is okay, as long as you get back up.

Black Theater
Once again I found consolation in teaching. When leading a class, my personal
grievances fall by the wayside. The commitment to my students is first and most
important. I was given the Black Theater course by my friend and colleague Shanea
Taylor.
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Initially, I was nervous because I never took Black Theater in my Undergraduate
study. After receiving her sample syllabus I decided to go in a somewhat different
direction with the course. First, I wanted to include more female playwrights. Second, I
wanted to change the format in which the class was taught. Third, I wanted to incorporate
more research into the course.
While researching scripts to include in the syllabus, I found that there was an
abundance of female playwrights that were underrepresented in the theater world. My
syllabus started with Hansberry and included the works of Kennedy, Childress, Shange,
Dunbar-Nelson, Medley, West, Cleage, Parks, and Nottage. The male playwrights
represented were Baldwin, Ward, Baraka, Brown, and Wilson.
The class met twice a week. I always began the class with music, normally Al
Green. Playing music helped me to focus before giving lectures. In teaching the course, I
wanted to emphasize benefits of research. When I was young my Father would say to me
“if you have a question ask me, if I don‟t know ask your teacher, if your teacher doesn‟t
know ask the library, and if the library doesn‟t know you have a darn good question!”
The population of my Black Theater sections averaged at about 30 students.
Although the normal cut off was 25, I always liked to override five more students in. With
overrides, I liked to balance the theater student/different major ratio. A majority of the
students were Seniors. The course was cross listed and equally divided with those who
needed either Theater or African-American studies credit. All classes had more females
than males in them and I had four students who were older than my mother! Teaching the
course was the high light of my Graduate study.
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We would spend one class period a week discussing the life of the playwright.
The next class was spent on a quiz and discussion of the script. The format of the class
was conducive to class participation. Every playwright lecture day I would draw a
„Midterm Box‟ on the board and write „clues‟ in it. The students were responsible for
looking up the information in the box on their own time. For example, a question in the
box might be – do you know the five different ways Ntozake Shange attempted to commit
suicide?
All questions in the box were revisited for the Midterm Review. On Midterm
Review day, I would have the class divide themselves in two teams and play Rock, Paper,
Scissors Midterm Review. I had index cards that were worth 200 points apiece underneath
the categories: Play Information, Author Information, Definitions, and Misc. The winning
team received two extra points on the Midterm. The losing team received one extra point
on the Midterm. It always baffled me how I would be continually putting information in
the box the entire semester, yet on review day the students retook all of the notes.
All quizzes were 10 questions with an additional ten point extra credit. If a student
completed all questions plus the bonus correctly; I would take the ten points and place it on
their lowest quiz grade. This helped engage students throughout the entire semester.
Another way I promoted class participation was by including assignments that familiarized
students with the City of Richmond‟s African-American History. I was inspired by those
walks I would take in Ron‟s Scene Design class years ago.
Since the Black Theater course was cross listed with African American Studies, I
believed it was important to tie the Richmond historical information to the dramatic action
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of the texts we read in class. For example, the week we discussed James Baldwin‟s Amen
Corner, students brought in and discussed aloud information on historic Richmond
churches. Other subjects were Richmond Men, Women, Landmarks, and Politics.
Students were required to complete three research packets a semester. The
research packets not only introduced students to dramaturgical work, it gave them a
concrete guideline on how to begin analyzing scripts. A majority of my students grumbled
when first given the assignment, but by the end of the semester they all agreed how
valuable it was.
The Lesson: It’s better to give the students the tools to try rather than do the work
for them.

Research Packet
From the list of selected plays, choose 3 to complete Research Packets on. These packets
are due on the day of that particular play discussion. A minimum of one packet should be
completed by February 24th.
I. Initial Reaction (10 points)
 Describe your initial emotional reaction to the play? Did you love it/hate it – why?
Be specific (3 paragraph minimum)
II. Author Information (20 points)
 Biography of the author, summarizing the life of the author [born-died]. (Make
sure to include what the occupation of the author‟s parents.) Did anything happen
in the author‟s personal life to inspire the play? (2 page minimum)
 **List other works the author has written and awards received**
 Select portions of interviews with or about the author ( a copy of the full interview
would be nice but is not required)
III. Play Information (20 points)
 The exact date and name of theater that the play was first produced?
 Cast Lists (you should find more than one) – any famous names? (List all the
famous names, the characters they played in our reading, and the roles they are
most famous for) Example: Esther Rolle (Mama) TV show “Good Times”
 Play reviews (a minimum of 2, I want the full copy of the review)
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Production photos (a minimum of 2)
Any production awards (acting, set design, etc)

IV. Character Interpretation (20 points)
 Which character do you relate to the most and why? ( be specific, use examples
from the script to justify your decision)
 How did the author/other characters in the script describe the character you‟ve
chosen? (go back to the script and use specific references)
 Using the character‟s plotline as a reference, tell me a story from your own life.
(3 paragraph minimum)
V. Etc. (20 points)
 What World or U.S. Issues could have inspired the author? Give at least 3
examples of issues that were happening the year the play was written
 What themes from the play are still relevant to present day?
 What from the reading can you relate to your major? (2 paragraph minimum)
 Reading aloud in class: pick one monologue and one scene that we should read
make sure to tell me the Act #, Scene #, and page #
 Take the play out of context. Keeping the same characters how would you
rewrite/adapt/change the play? (I want your wildest ideas, use your imagination)
 After doing the research has your initial reaction to the play changed? Why or why
not? (2 paragraph minimum)
Sources You Must Use (a minimum of) (10 points) cite work in MLA format
 3 books (not including the play)
 2 magazines
 1 newspaper
 The Internet, reliable sources only, no Wikipedia!
Suggested places to look for sources
 American Theater Magazine
 Dramatics Magazine
 Ebony, Jet, Newsweek, and Time Magazine
 New York, Connecticut, Chicago, California Newspapers
 Richmond Public Library
 Richmond Times Dispatch?
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Stand Up Comedy
The idea of taking this course absolutely terrified me. I had always been told I was
funny. However, the idea of standing in a room full of people who expected me to be
funny made me want to run and hide. I signed up for the course because of my overall
admiration for the craft. Also, I wanted to conquer the challenge of my nervous feelings.
John Porter was an excellent teacher. I repeat with emphasis, John Porter is a
funny man with a great soul who is an amazing teacher. He continually encouraged me to
take risks throughout the course. When the class was having open dress rehearsal the day
of our Final performance, I completely choked. I cut my set short and ran off the stage. I
proceeded straight out of the theater to chain smoke cigarettes and beat myself up. John
caught me at the door and assured me that my set was great, even though it was a little
short. He told me I would be fabulous for the Final performance and he was right.
I walked on stage at Comedy Sportz and proceeded to slay the audience. People
were laughing so hard they were howling. The feeling was amazing. I had found
something new; yet another outlet to express creativity. My assurance was not validation
from the audience response, but from the way I felt when I walked off the stage. I was
glowing and my insides screamed “yes!”

The Lesson: bravery; the best way to teach someone to conquer their fears is by
facing your own.
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Teaching SPARC
Another teaching opportunity occurred when I was approached to teach for SPARC
(School for Performing Arts in Richmond Communities). After reading in the Intimate
Apparel program that I was an educator at Henrico High, Erin Thomas approached me
with the possibility of teaching theatre to younger students. I jumped at the challenge. I
began my work with SPARC by being a counselor for their summer BRAVO program.
For four weeks I did the physical warm ups in the morning and taught the afternoon
Improv course at the camp to Middle School aged children. Observing the social structure
of my students in the camp helped my pedagogy immensely. At that age, the students
were still learning about themselves and still developing their personalities. Theatre was
fun for them first; it was not the only thing that ruled their lives. I appreciated the honesty
and the innocence of the work we created.
After the successful summer program was completed, SPARC kept me on to teach
an hour a week at the North Richmond YMCA on Old Brook Road. It was during my
classes at the YMCA that I finally found the exact niche of what I wanted to accomplish
with my teaching. The YMCA children were at a definite economic disadvantage in
comparison to the SPARC kids whose parents could afford to send them to Summer Camp.
For the YMCA students, theatre was also fun. However, my class at the YMCA allowed
those students the opportunity to express themselves positively rather than be affected by
the negative influences in their neighborhood.
The Lesson: There is no age limit or economic restriction on who can be helped by
theatre.
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Speech for Business and Professionals
I taught a total of three sections of Speech. The knowledge most gleaned from the
experience comes when reflecting on the instruction of International students. In all I have
had the countries of Bahrain, Czech Republic, Sierra Leone, and China represented. My
Chinese student, June, had only been in the United States for four months when she
enrolled in my course.
I empathized with my International students. My Father, for whom English is a
second language, made me aware of how difficult a language English was to learn. I
directed all of my International students to the proper University offices to give them
further assistance if they needed it.
Within the course I found ways to implement my own personal style into required
assignments. For example, the students were required to deliver a group extemporaneous
speech. I decided rather than just giving the students a topic, I would show a movie and
allow the students to determine their own topic based on the film. My movie selections
have varied from the Spike Lee documentary When the Levees Broke about Hurricane
Katrina, to a film named Baraka that spans multiple countries and continents without
written dialogue.
Attendance and enrollment were continuous issues in my Speech courses. The
course was a requirement for most Public Relations majors and a number of those majors
were also involved in University Athletics. There were times when I had to reschedule
tests around track meet dates.
The Lesson: Be prepared for schedule disruption. Always have a backup plan.
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Statement of Teaching Philosophy

My teaching philosophy models and reflects what I have learned as a student. When it
comes to teaching, I personally hold dear the things that I have learned from my mentor
Marvin Sims. Without Marvin‟s assistance I never would have changed my undergraduate
major from Mass Communication to Theatre. Without his passion for the craft I would not
have learned to develop my own. From the moment I found out the news that Marvin had
suddenly passed away, I promised myself that I would carry out and build upon what he
called the six “tangibles” of teaching.












First, learning should be fun. I am a firm believer that one should remember the
play in playacting. I‟m an Actor/Educator that believes in the school of
imagination and improvisation. Flexibility is important to me. I may have a solid
plan for what I want to teach for the day, week, or semester; but I let my plans
remain loose. Some of the best learning experiences are unplanned and I try to
remain open to those kernels of awesomeness.
Second, I believe that the world of theatre is a challenging one. Therefore, I
challenge my students and have high expectations of them. Also I encourage my
students to demand the same of themselves. The higher we raise the bar in class,
the more successful my students will be outside of class.
Third, I like to instill in my students a deep respect for the text from which they are
working. They must fully analyze and explore the world and choices that the
playwright has made before they impose their own views. It is my belief that
everyone has an opinion and they are entitled to it. However, every student of mine
knows how to verbalize their opinions in an informed and educated manner.
Fourth, I prepare my students for the professional world. Through drawing on my
experiences as a working actor and director, I show my students how the exercises,
styles, and techniques they have been training with have a practical application in
the “real” world of theatre and film.
Fifth, I insist on being a supportive mentor. Meaning, I will not hold their hands
and do the work for them. However, I expose my students to various styles of
acting and techniques for finding the truth of a scene. I remind them that the final
synthesis and application of all that knowledge comes from them and them alone.
Finally, I think it is important get to know my students as individuals first so I can
help them become “whole” actors. I try to learn their weaknesses and get them to
turn those into strengths. I do not believe in traditional casting. By challenging my
students with roles and emotions they never thought they could play, their work
becomes energized with unexpected possibilities.

The heart of my philosophy is that I know the learning never stops. If I apply to myself
what I apply to others, my education will continually grow and evolve. I look forward to a
life of learning from myself, my students, and the world.
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Chapter Three
Thesis Show- Funnyhouse of a Negro
This business can drive you crazy.
I was first intrigued by Adrienne Kennedy when researching playwrights to be
included on my Black Theater syllabus. My father always stressed to me how important
the syllabus was. As a child I watched him take hours, sometimes days formulating it. I
absorbed the same approach, renegotiating my choices over and over again. The inclusion
of Adrienne Kennedy was one of those choices.
In my research I found that she was a pioneer and didn‟t even know it. Kennedy
loved to write and worked hard at it. She chose being with her family rather than taking a
stronger place in the Black Arts Movement. I admired that. In fact, a majority of my
initial research claimed that Amiri Baraka‟s Dutchman was the first real venture in to
Black Absurdist Surrealism. I completely disagreed with that. Funnyhouse of a Negro
was produced almost a full year before Baraka‟s work.
I chose the play because in all of the semesters that I taught Black Theater, this was
the one script that completely exploded in class discussion. I had never seen such a
consistently visceral reaction to a play in my life. Semester after semester, students would
come in to class asking “what was that?” and “I definitely need to see this in order to
understand it.”
In class discussion no topic was left unturned. We talked about the heightened
technical elements, the difficulty of staging the show, the repetition of text, the choice of
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characters, and overall the importance of researching Kennedy‟s life in order to have a
better grasp of the script. The topics of the class discussions later informed the approach I
would take in directing the play.
I continually poured over the script searching for clues. I researched all I could
about Adrienne Kennedy‟s life and the circumstances surrounding the writing of the play. I
checked a dozen books out from the library about the true lives of the Duchess, Victoria,
and Lumumba. I found an encyclopedia of Spirituality to research Jesus. I found pictures
of the places Kennedy visited before completing the play: London, Paris, Madrid,
Casablanca, and Accra. I read interviews in which Kennedy described how the show
existed as a shuffled pile of disjointed pages for years.
Kennedy worked on the play while pregnant with her second child. She lived in
Italy and wrote at a small writing desk while her eldest son was in school. Kennedy was a
married lonely mother; she swore that if she didn‟t finish the Funnyhouse script before her
child was born she would never finish it. Kennedy finished the play the last week in July
1961 and her son Adam was born August 1st.
It was obvious to me that I could not approach this production from a stand point of
the audience being fully understanding and entertained. It seemed the more research I did,
the more questions I came up with. I had to relinquish that I would not and could not have
all of the answers that either my actors or audience will want. Once I allowed myself to
absorb that, the directing process became much more freeing.
Above all, I knew I wanted to create a production that would have the audience
continually questioning well after they have left the theater. I wanted to develop
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something where there was no room for indifferent feelings. I was interested in
experimenting with and disrupting the set rules of theater.
In preparing for the auditions I knew that I had a few things working against me.
First, the play was scheduled smack in the middle of Black History Month. Working with
a play that has specific race requirements I wondered if there would be enough people
available to fully cast it. Second, Absurdist Surrealism isn‟t for everyone and Kennedy‟s
script was on the brink of being almost too absurd; would I have actors open to the process
and the work? Third, I‟m primarily an actor who has selected a show that‟s heavy on the
technical side, a forum I‟m not at all familiar with. I knew that my ship would either sink
or float.
Auditions
I posted flyers that said that I was directing a “kick ass show and needed actors
who do the same.” This statement was important to me. I needed to express up front my
style and technique. Funnyhouse was an unconventional show and I consider myself an
unconventional person. Afraid of how things would turn out, I slowly walked to Shafer
302. The nervous knots in my stomach continued to compound on each other as I walked
up the stairs hauling my bags of books and cd players. The minute I entered the room, I
saw there were all ready seven actors stretching and chatting with each other. My fears
were instantly alleviated and replaced with sheer excitement.
I had the actors fill out index cards that included the standard information (contact
info, advisor, etc) but I also asked them what their favorite curse word was. You can tell a
lot about a person from asking that question. I learned that from watching “Inside the
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Actors Studio”. In the auditions I had 2 cunts, 2 shits, a motherfucker, an asshole, and a
bitchass – I knew I could work with these people.
I played West African music (Fela) and asked the actors to continue warming up in
their own way. I wanted to observe them naturally and see how they interacted with each
other, and to gauge if they took the process of warming up seriously. As expected, a few
broke out into conversation and a few began individual warm ups. I realized that through
my observations I was „casting‟ before I had even begun the audition.
After the group warm up; I selected sides for each actor to take out in the hall and
look at/work on. I called each actor in one at a time and sat them down in a chair across
from me. Establishing a conversational stress free connection before I began working
with each actor was important to me. I asked each actor how they were feeling and did
they have any questions? The questions always spilled over into conversation: favorite
movies, favorite food, etc. After the interview/conversation portion, I requested the actor
strike their chair and laugh out loud. Laughing was not only a vital element of the
production but a fantastic stress reliever. When it came time to remove the chair and start
the work the actors definitely felt comfortable.
I instructed each actor to move around the space considering how their tempo
corresponds with muscle tension. I told them that I would be calling out select words from
the script and I wanted the actor to show me their physical interpretation of the words. I
warned them that if I liked an action they chose, I might ask them to repeat the action in a
different tempo. Some of the words I called out were: „pain, wilderness, old, Negro,
killing, and beast.‟
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The movement developed in the audition process helped to inspire the movement in
the final production. Particularly, when I called out the word „killing‟ many of the actors
had the same stabbing type motion. For the final production, I expanded the motion in to
the one used for the word „bludgeoned.‟
After the movement portion of the audition I then asked actors to perform the sides.
During performance the actors felt completely comfortable and physically creative. The
performance came last in the audition because it comes last in the process. Thankfully, the
actors were open to the work and to working with each other.
I cast every actor who auditioned. However, I was concerned because I still did not
have an actor to play Patrice Lumumba. I sent an email out to all of my associates,
begging for assistance on casting Lumumba.

Rehearsals
The first read through was also done without a stage manager, Lumumba, and the
Mother. The read through turned in to more of a conversational dialogue about the work
we were embarking on. I described in more detail what I was hoping to accomplish and
the methods that we would be working with.
I explained that inspiration was derived from research. During the first meeting
the importance of research was stressed above all. I invited the actors to freely experiment
with their roles. Encouraging critical thinking, I challenged them to use their research to
begin building a critical foundation for their characters.
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I began asking questions rather than giving the actors flat out directions. What type
of actor are you: text based or emotional based? With what acting styles or methods do
you feel most comfortable working in? How well do you work with other people? I told
the actors that they would have to come to the next rehearsal not with concrete answers to
the questions; but with at least a mental sketch of the treasure map of their creative
processes.
The excitement in the air was thick as we began our second meeting. Discoveries
were being made outside of the rehearsal that propelled the work inside of it. By asking
the actors to reflect on themselves first before devouring the text, they became more at ease
with the investigation and interrogation of the text.
The 2nd rehearsal was imperative because I left for an onsite interview in Kentucky
the day after. I was away from the cast for three days. I had scheduled 2nd rehearsal to be
the time to share the portions of the research I had done on the play itself with the cast. I
instructed the entire cast to research all roles.
Since I was inspired by a split personality/nightmare perspective, I wanted all of
my actors to investigate how each of the characters was intertwined. Also, I gave each cast
member a detailed Research/Preparation document. The document included suggestions
for each actor to consider while learning their lines. I was extremely nervous to be leaving
the cast for three days without any blocking and without casting the Lumumba role.
However, I had to trust that my actors were excited enough to continue the process without
the discipline of scheduled rehearsal.
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The script was divided into 14 scenes. Each scene was given a time limit and each
actor was given specific notes to work on. For example:
Victoria – I need you to experiment with a slower rate of speech. I need to hear an
almost longing for the Black Man, an almost defense of him but it makes you distraught.
You are emotionally affected; this should come through the lines melodically.
Duchess – I would like you to speak forcefully, sharper than Victoria. I need to
hear a definitive contrast between the two voices, with your speech punctuated by
consonants.
With the instructions I attempted to make sure that each actor felt completely
covered in my absence. Working with my cast I realized that if I gave each actor a little bit
of everything they ended up excelling well beyond my expectations. If an actor became
frustrated with vocal work, I had them switch to physical. I constantly challenged the
actors to make different choices. There was no right or wrong; the only thing that could be
done wrong was to not try something.
While I was away I asked the actors to find as much biographical information on
Queen Victoria Regina, Duchess of Hapsburg, Chapultepec, Mexico; Patrice Lumumba,
Edith Sitwell (find a poem of hers that you like and bring it to rehearsal) and Albert Saxe
Coburg. I also asked them to find pictures of Queen Victoria‟s statue in front of
Buckingham Palace, Lumumba, Savannahs in Africa, kinky hair, straight hair, European
antiques, Roman ruins, African masks, and the many different faces of Jesus.
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Finally Lumumba

While on my interview in Kentucky, I received an email response from an actor
named Joshua Boone who was intrigued by the script. Josh was disheartened because he
thought he had missed auditions; but he still wanted to let me know how amazing he
thought the script was.
I quickly replied back to his email telling him that I was still in desperate need of
an actor and gave him my phone number. Josh called back right away and after a quick
phone call, he was cast and my nerves were finally settled. I could not wait to return to
VCU and get to work. When I returned from my interview I was excited to finally work
with a complete cast.
When the cast was finally all together, I suggested that we begin a „book swap.‟ I
checked out five books and a DVD from the Cabell Library and included a few of my own
personal books. Every Saturday before rehearsal the cast would swap information. The
process began in a very exciting educational way.

Blocking
In order to prepare for blocking, I had the actors research the five stages of sleep.
My concept for the script was to stage a nightmare. I believed that along with the lights
and costumes, blocking was imperative to creating audience atmosphere. Having the
actors research what physically happens to the brain and body during sleep was essential. I
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wanted to give my actors notes that they could relate to. So I asked them to experiment
with various levels of physical tempo. I asked them to consider how muscle tension
translates on stage. Also, I wanted to experiment with tempo elemental work. I shared
what I had learned from Jenny Male in Stage Combat. Fire elements lead with the chest,
Water elements lead with the hips, Air elements lead with the head, and Earth elements
center and focus on the ground with their feet.. I created a blocking chart that reflected
what I wanted the actors to work on. The chart also included Laban Effort Action
movement and emotional work.

Funnyhouse of a Negro Character Blocking Chart
Movement
Tempo

Movement
Formations
Onstage

Rate of
Speech

Element

Laban
Effort
Action

Emotions

Duchess

fast

Straight lines

faster

Fire

Flick/Wring

Angry/Sexual

Victoria

slow

“S”

slower

Water

Float/Slash

Fear/Confusion

Sarah

sustained

deliberate

precise

Nucleus

Press

Envious/Empty

Jesus

Quick

circles

Quick

Air

Glide

Terrified/Honest

Lumumba

Hard

Triangles

Direct

Earth

Thrust

Self Assurance

I gave each actor the preliminary chart and a picture of what I believed
informed/inspired their characters.
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For Queen Victoria, I wanted slow physical movement and her element was Water.
The actress, Trista Dandrea, developed the physicality of Victoria mainly by taking the
note about her onstage movement formations. I liked the way this picture showed that
there was a lot flowing beneath the surface of the water.
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Shatera Hillyer played the Duchess of Hapsburg . Her element was Fire. For
Shatera it was the Element that informed the attitude while she made her „straight line
between two points‟ formations on stage. I liked the way the straight lines in this picture
seemed to radiate from the center.
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Negro Sarah was played by Ashphord Jacoway. Sarah had no Elemental quality
since her character represented ground zero for the rest. However, Ashpord insisted that I
give her a term so we dubbed her “nucleus.”
Aliki Pappas played Jesus. Her element was Air. Aliki seemed more inspired
physically by combining the Laban Glide with the Circle on stage formation. I told Aliki to
concentrate her gaze on the dot in the center of this circle and then pull the paper away
from her face – her movement should match the effect of this illusion.
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Patrice Lumumba was played by Joshua Boone. Patrice Lumumba‟s element was
Earth and Josh moved in triangular formations on stage to mirror the triangle route used in
the Atlantic Slave Trade.

After the actors received their preliminary directions I allowed them the freedom to
move about the space. I gave concrete landmarks for where they need to start and where
they needed to end up. However, it was important for me to include their ideas as much as
possible in the process. I wanted to make it very clear that although it was my vision when
it came time for opening night it was their show.
Staging wise I veered away from the script. The script suggested that the bed be
center stage and that all the action take place around it. However, by including the element
of projected images I had to make the screen center stage and place the bed stage right.
The writing table was placed stage left and the bench was center stage but downstage of
the screen. This gave the actors plenty of room to move about while still casting their
physical shadows on the back wall. The script also called for actors to emerge from walls
then the walls „drop‟ later in the show.
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I loved the way that the actors shadows were cast on the back wall when walking in
front of the projection. When coming up with the idea to „wall‟ the upstage doors, I simply
wanted to invert what I was seeing on stage. Instead of light being cast in front of the
actor, how creepy would it be if the light was cast behind?

Sarah entered the stage as a shadow that was cast on a backlit piece of white paper.
I asked Ashperd to wait a few seconds before carefully raising one finger to rip through the
paper and enter the space. The sound of the ripping paper further intensified the overall
audience mood.
The dropping of the doors was also extremely significant in the production.
Sarah‟s world was falling apart, her mind was crumbling, she choked herself to death – the
sound of the doors dropping mirror the jarring reality that is coming to consciousness. In
order to accomplish this Dave Zimmerman built the faux door frames that we wrapped the
white paper around. When the script called for the dropping of a wall, a Shadow would
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grab a frame during the action of the show and slowly walk to the front of the stage apron
with it.

I made the decision to keep the Landlady and Funnyman/Raymond on stage during
the entire production due to research. From my research, I found a revival production
directed by Debbie Allen that had those characters constantly present. Allen played Negro
Sarah in the premiere production of the play in the 1960s. I agreed with the concept that
since the Landlady and Raymond/Funnyman are White and that is what Sarah aspires to
be, they would witness the entire “nightmare” and laugh at the sheer ridiculousness of it.
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Also, the concept draws the attention of the audience because the Landlady and
Raymond/Funnyman are mirroring what the audience is doing – sitting down and taking it
all in.
Projected Images
Thankfully, I was fortunate enough to have Tennessee Dixon on board building
projected images. I met with Tennessee early in the semester; I knew that I could not stay
true to all of the technical elements in the show. Tennessee assured me that the major
elements (the statue of the Queen, heads dropping, snow, Sarah‟s hanging) could be done
with projections. I borrowed a projector from my friend and allowed Tennessee to use it in
her home for a month.
The cast did not even meet Tennessee until a few days before opening. However,
once she brought the projections it was magical…
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Costumes and Makeup
I was extremely lucky to have fellow Grad Kennan Quander assist with costumes.
Kennan‟s selections for the characters were really well done. I gave her full freedom of
selection my only specification was that the actors would be able to properly move the way
I needed. The choice was made to keep the color scheme black and white. I didn‟t want
the costumes to take away from the red props that were specified in the script. Also, the
costumes blended beautifully with the projected images. I particularly loved the way the
Mother‟s nightgown moved like a decrepit wedding dress. Kenann and I bought 3 wigs
that she fashioned to have pieces pull out from the scalp.
Jennifer Catton who played the Landlady is a wonderful makeup artist. Although,
the make up in the show was minimal, Jennifer‟s expertise was invaluable to the
production. Once it came time for tech rehearsals with lights, Jennifer found the exact
shade of pale needed for both her character and for Raymond/Funnyman. My only regret
is that I did not have enough time, money and materials to create the split open head that
was required by the script for Patrice Lumumba. In an attempt to stay true to the script we
wrapped the actors head with bloody gauze.
The costumes for the Shadows came from a peculiar place. My original concept
was to have the shadows dressed in studio black with executioner style hood masks.
However, in rehearsal one my shadow actors, David Zimmerman, brought to my attention
that he was in the possession of black latex suits. I approached the
concept with trepidation. I didn‟t want the latex to take away from
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the production and I wanted to make sure that my other Shadow actor, Bryan Hall, was
comfortable with the concept. My initial reservations couldn‟t have been more wrong.
The suits actually enhanced the production and Bryan was perfectly fine with the concept.

Masks
My luck continued when Becca Bernard created the masks. Becca did a
tremendous job creating masks that reflected the specific instructions in the script. The
mask for Jesus was so amazing that it was a featured
picture in the Commonwealth Times review. Also, the
inclusion of masks provided another pedagogical element
because the three masked actors all had to adjust their
movements accordingly. We spent an hour in rehearsal
with Becca explain how masks read to the audience.

Lights
As aforementioned, I met with Tennessee after the first read to discuss the
projections. I was amazed and astounded with the work she created. I also realized in my
discussions with Tennessee how limited my internal translator of technical jargon is.
Having Tennessee on board was incredible. Her skill and talent and passion for the project
made the process easy.
Joseph Reynolds created an amazing light design for the show. Again, I gave him
full freedom on the design. I informed him that the lighting would need to be on the darker
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side to further the nightmare effect. Also, I told him that if we were to use any type of
color it would have to only be in the Jungle scene. After watching a few rehearsals and
collaborating with Tennessee about the projections, Joey was full prepared when it came
time to move rehearsals in to the space.
The Landlady and Raymond‟s chairs were enhanced by the light design. The bed,
bench, and writing table also were illuminated in special light. Also, the red and yellow
color scheme for the Jungle scene fit mood of the show perfectly.

“Sincerely Jane”
The inclusion of the song “Sincerely Jane” by Janelle Monae came about due to an
issue with lighting. The script called for eight blackouts that I honestly did not want to do.
It was understandable at the time the script was written, the blackouts were probably
needed to set up technical elements such as the falling heads and snow. However, the
inclusion of projected images and fact there is no fly system in Newdick Theater solved
that issue. Yet I still wanted to stay true to the script in the sense that the blackouts
transitioned the action between scenes in the script.
Elyse Jolley played the Mother and has a beautiful singing voice. The emotional
depth of the lyrics in the song “Sincerely Jane” has always struck me. I listened to the
song over and over again, found the lyrics, and decided to dismantle and rearrange the
order of them. For each blackout, Elyse sang a portion of the song that I felt best
introduced the next moment of action in the play.
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Although, Elyse can sing wonderfully she brought to my attention that she wanted
to make her voice darker and slower for the production. I agreed that the song could be
used as almost a cruel lullaby that‟s sung to the head she holds throughout the show. The
emotional affect was driven home by having Elyse making a continuous lap around the
audience throughout the run of the show. Elyse finished walking and returned to her
rocking chair by the start of the Jungle scene.

Audience Reaction
The opening and run of the show completely matched all of my expectations and
more. House opened at 7:30 but show time “started” at 7:42. In rehearsals we continued to
question why shows always began on the hour or half hour. We felt that our production
was unconventional; therefore it should have an unconventional start time. The time 7:42
was determined because we were opening on Friday the 13th and the numbers of the start
time add up to 13.
We determined that it takes a little less than fifteen minutes to set up the entire
stage. Personally, I wanted the show to begin with a semi blank canvas. The Queen sized
bed sheets for the screen were preset, but I wanted the audience to witness the building of
the space. The creation of the atmosphere on stage, to me, is just as important as the acting
that takes place on it.
To further the idea of atmosphere, the audience entered to see The Mother in a
rocking chair holding a severed head. Something I was not prepared for were audience
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members poking at the Mother to see if she was real. I give major credit to my actor for
not breaking character during the entire preshow.
I purposefully selected the preshow music to gauge audience reaction. The
audience entered while hearing an upbeat Club dancing song called “Low”. Many of the
audience member s were not familiar with the script and felt the freedom to dance and sing
along to the music. As the music progressed the emotional reaction of the audience did as
well. The experiment worked better than I ever could have possibly imagined. The songs
went from Club music, to Funk Music (Betty Davis), other artists included were Eartha
Kitt, Ben Harper, Jeff Buckley, Fiona Apple‟s version of “Across the Universe,” and
Radiohead. By the end of the preshow music, the audience was enveloped in the exact
atmosphere I wanted.
At 7:42 the Shadows began setting up the stage. The reaction to the latex suits was
universal for each audience. In each night of production there was a deafening silence as
the Shadows first appeared. However, once the audience realized that the stage was being
set, some felt free to continue conversation. There were definitely gasps and laughs from
each audience in reaction to the latex suits.
By 7:55 the Shadows were complete with set up and the Landlady and Funnyman
took their place in their chairs. At this point the audience was still confused because I
purposefully kept the house lights on. However, once the two characters sat down the
audience still was unsure of whether or not the production was starting. I actually liked the
fact that the audience would continue to talk, because all conversation stopped dead once
the masks of Queen Victoria and the Duchess were revealed.
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Tr

It turned out that advertising the show with a black latex suit warning and an
abnormal start time kept the house full of people. Late comers actually only missed the set
up of the stage and not actual text. By 8:00 all actors were in place on stage, the house
lights were out, and the production began.
The production was met with visceral reactions from the audience. Each night I
observed their reactions from the back of the house. There was genuine surprise when the
Mother began her seemingly never ending path around the theater. A few members of the
audience were exasperated by the fact that the very first scene has characters speaking to
the back wall and not out in to the house. Further exasperation was caused by the
knocking required in the script. Thankfully, the pipes in Newdick were also knocking
away. When that happened, I witnessed a few audience members jump in their seats and
look up at the ceiling as if something was coming to get them.
Another element that made them jump was the dropping of the „walls‟ off the front
apron of the stage. Although there was an explicit warning printed on the front of the
program, the sound of the wood crashing to the floor still startled many. Speaking of that,
the reaction to Lumumba deliberately walking up and down the house gripping his African
mask also scared the audience. Perhaps the best reactions came when Lumumba and Jesus
walked through the house. The phrase “he better not come over here!” was heard each
night of production. Overall, the audience left the production confused which is exactly
what I wanted.
We decided as a cast to not have a curtain call. We wanted Kennedy‟s work to
speak for itself rather than receive the standard accolades. A wonderful thing occurred on
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opening night. A majority of the audience stayed rooted in their seats until the shadows
had cleared the entire stage. The house lights came up and there were people still sitting in
their seats. I had to make the announcement that the show was over, the actors were
already out of costume waiting outside for them, and I thanked the audience for coming.
I was also told that the play, specifically the vocal work done in the Jungle scene,
helped the audience relate to how it must feel to have multiple voices inside ones head.
Upon exiting, it was important to me to have some sort of educational literature that the
audience can take home. Initially the literature was to represent African-American studies,
English department, Women‟s Studies, and Counseling. However, we were only able to
acquire information on University counseling. Much to my surprise a lot of people picked
up some information to take home with them. Overall, I believed the run of the show to be
a successful one even if a total of six people walked out. The proper mood was set the
minute the audience walked into the theater and saw an animated looped projection of
blackbirds flying.
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Commonwealth Times Review

Losing it
Play addresses schizophrenia, cultural identity
By: ROBERTO CURTIS - Spectrum Editor

Posted: 2/12/09
How do you get Jesus, Patrice Lumumba, Queen Victoria and the Duchess of Hapsburg in
the same forum? How about a zany script laden with a slightly deranged main character
that suffers from multiple-personality disorder and a discombobulated sense of culture and
gender identity?
Third-year theater performance major Ashphord Jacoway is Negro-Sarah, a light-skinned
African-American in the 1960s struggling for sanity. Each of her many personalities comes
to the forefront of her mind to engage her on topics of gender, race and politics. Written by
Adrian Kennedy, "Funnyhouse of a Negro" garnered negative reviews simply because of
the tumultuous time in American history during which it was released, while now it is
regarded as incredibly advanced and surreal for its time.
"It's not a play for people who want their theater wrapped up in a nice little bow like,
entertainment, here you go," director and theatre pedagogy graduate student Adanma
Onyedike said. "But it deals with a lot of issues; identity issues, biracial issues, hair there's hair being pulled out on the stage - and history."
The play is the playwright's response to what was happening during the Civil Rights Era
with each of the personalities representing some cultural voice, thus creating many
questions for the audience to dwell upon.
"I'm interested in sparking questions so that when people leave the theater, they'll talk
amongst themselves and seek that information, Onyedike said. "Even if they don't like it,
that's a visceral response. The heart of the art is the emotion."
One character whose irreverent inclusion in the play will surely spark controversy is
theater performance sophomore Aliki Pappas' character.
"My role is Jesus. I'm a hunchback, yellow-skinned dwarf," Pappas said.
Pappas said the play brought new challenges because of the vagueness in the way it was
written.
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"There are no answers inside the script. It's just filled with questions," Pappas said. "As an
actor, you kind of have to derive the answers from different pieces that you can give to the
character or just try to list questions for you or the director to answer."
Jacoway and Pappas both said while playing the part of Negro-Sarah in a play filled with
question has it's challenges, Onyedike's vision and willingness to allow actors their
freedom has contributed greatly to the creative process.
"She wanted us to dive into the script and gather what we could ourselves," Pappas said. "I
was so confused and so lost and she just asked me more questions and led me in the right
direction."
"She lets us work in a way we want to work. She's a very good coach … makes
suggestions … doesn't impose," Jacoway said. "She told us, 'If it doesn't work or feels
unnatural, then don't do it.' She was very open to us being as creative as we wanted to."
"Funnyhouse of a Negro" opens Friday, Feb. 13 at 7:30 p.m. at the Shafer Street
Playhouse's Newdick Theater and continues Saturday and Sunday nights. Doors open at
7:30 with the show starting at 7:42. Admission is free to the public.
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Chapter Four
Career
Berea College
When I left my actors after the 2nd rehearsal I couldn‟t have been more nervous.
Not just about the potential state of my thesis show, but also about the two day job
interview I was undertaking. I arrived at the Lexington Airport and was picked up by the
Berea College Technical Director. His name was Shan; I liked him already since my
boyfriend‟s name is Shane!
Shan gave a mini driving tour around Lexington, we had some dinner, and I really
felt at ease.

I checked into the hotel and could barely sleep because I was so excited

about the big day I was getting ready to have. The next morning I had coffee with the
chair of the Department, Dr. Verlaine McDonald. We first discussed the courses that they
needed taught and then we gossiped about café mochas and sunglasses. The courses they
needed me to teach were Script Analysis, Principles of Acting, Black Theater, and a
General Studies Writing Intensive about Identity and Diversity in Appalachia.
My next meeting was with Dr. Kennaria Brown. I could relate to her and
appreciated our talk. Dr. Brown spoke to me about the type of students who attend Berea.
She also recommended an assortment of wonderful things to do in Berea and day trips to
take. She had music softly playing in her office and I recognized that it was Al Green!
Next I had lunch with four students. I believed it was important to actually attempt
to get to know something about them as individuals, something that had nothing to do with
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theatre. I asked the students about their favorite music, if they had siblings, what was the
best thing about their home town? I also asked them what they expected the new faculty to
bring to the program. The students enjoyed the fact that I was genuinely concerned about
their issues. Our lunch went really very well.
After lunch, I taught my sample class. I blended tongue twisters with cardio warm
ups. We did a few call and response exercises from different parts of the world. We
played games: non verbal communication games, and improvisational games. During the
class I pointed out key Stanislavski terms we were covering. I only had an hour so I gave
a little sample of all the best I had. After the class the students thanked me and said that I
“brought new ways to look at old things.”
Then I met with the Director of the Theater Department, Dr. Deborah Martin. Dr.
Martin and I were instant friends. Dr. Martin is a champion for her students and we talked
about how I could fit into her departmental master plan. We actually continued the
conversation later at dinner, with the rest of the search committee. The place was a really
good Italian restaurant owned by a Mexican family.
The next morning I met the Dean of the Faculty, Dr. Stephanie Browner. Dr.
Browner had just returned from the Inauguration, so of course I had to open our chat with
questions about how close did she get and how gorgeous did the president look? Our talk
ended up in an agreement that President Obama‟s books should be included on every
African-American literature syllabi across the country.
I had more meetings with numerous people and departments. The director of
General Studies at Berea received his Ph.D. at the same university my father did his
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doctorate and just one year ahead of my Dad. Most of our interview was spent talking
about how underestimated Iowa is.
I met with Carolyn Castle who was the Director of People Services. Ms. Castle
explained to me that the College would offer a 3 bedroom house for me to live in for 2
years for the low price of $500 a month. Also, she explained all of the medical, dental, and
retirement benefits. One thing I noticed in her office was that people spent a minimum of
10 years at Berea before retiring. Ms. Castle told me that “Berea is a very special place.” I
agreed.
I had a great time on my visit. I was concerned with being able to find a job in a
place where I could do theater and Shane could do his environmental planning as well.
With Lexington, Knoxville, and Cincinnati close – there were a lot of options to choose
from. The closest city to Berea is Richmond, Kentucky; which ironically was named after
Richmond, Virginia. When it came time for me to return to Virginia, I felt proud of
myself. I had a great trip. Overall, when I left Berea to fly back home I knew that I had
given the best interview I possibly could.
The Tuesday after Funnyhouse closed I received a call from Dr. Browner offering
me the job. I eagerly accepted – Berea is definitely the place for me. Founded in 1855,
Berea is the first interracial and coeducational college in the South. Accepted students are
not charged tuition and are given laptops. The College promotes education to those who
have no means within which to afford it. After graduation in May, I will be on the
teaching faculty for the Virginia Governor‟s School of the Arts at Christopher Newport
University, and then I‟ll have two days to leave Virginia for Kentucky!
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Epilogue
Go!... and be satisfied
When all is said and done, I‟m too blessed to be stressed. Taking negatives and
turning them into positives is the only way I have managed to make it this far. I will
continue under that methodology for the rest of my life. It is through my struggles that I
have found my true self. I feel that I have learned how to properly express myself; not
only in the art I have created but also within the classes that I have been so fortunate to
teach.
I‟m confident in myself and in my future. I know that I have received an excellent
education throughout my life and my learning does not stop with my graduating from
VCU.

When reflecting on my identity and the trials and tribulations of my life, I now

have this document to turn to. And when in doubt, I will always refer to my list of lessons.


Believe in yourself and your abilities, treasure your gift, breathe, relax, and do the
scene



When in doubt go see a play; be patient and welcoming with students; follow your
heart



The biggest challenging of acting is to make it seem that you are not doing it. Let go.



There is inspiration all around me. Art brings all types of people together.



Before you know where you’re going you need to know where you are.



Do not allow the students to give up in the middle of their work, establish whether you
are a text based or emotional based actor.



There is no limit to the way you can use theater to interpret other subjects.

Do what you love, let others help you find different ways to enhance that love, if you
are passionate about what you teach your students will be as well.
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“Talking much about oneself can also be a means to conceal oneself” ~Friedrich
Nietzsche



Acting skills are powerful tools when it comes to education – “love your tools!”



This is a business, be professional.



The family unit rings true in theatre.



Follow your gut when it comes to decision making. The art of directing makes you
appreciate acting even more.



Work hard and rewards follow



Stay true to yourself and fight for what you think is right.



Falling is okay, as long as you get back up.



It’s better to give the students the tools to try rather than do the work for them.



Bravery; the best way to teach someone to conquer their fears is by facing your own.



There is no age limit or economic restriction on who can be helped by theatre.



Be prepared for schedule disruption. Always have a backup plan.



GO!....and be satisfied.
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